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Every behaviorist has his or her own methods of working with your 

dog.  Not everyone has the right method for your dog.  It takes 

investigation and knowing your dog.  Jonathan Klein, behaviorist 

and owner of I Said Sit located next door to Doggie Central in 

Culver City takes the causative approach to training. This method 

focuses on the cause of a problem not the symptom.“Teach your 

dog what you want it to do rather than punish it for what you don’t.” 

Your dog getting into the trash or counter surfing is a symptom not 

the cause. A dog's fear is manifested in aggression. Jonathan works 

with dogs through counter conditioning and clicker training. He 

does not believe in confrontation but rather addresses behavior with 

all positive training methods. 

Working strictly with dogs, Jonathan has been training for over 20 

years. Originally in sales, Jonathan discovered through working 

with his own dogs and those brought to him by his friends that he 

had a gift for training dogs. Jonathan worked with John Claude 

Balu and has since developed his own skills for working with dogs 

that is constantly evolving. 

Watching Calliope a 14 1/2 week old female Yorkie puppy at Jonathan’s 

facility, one could see how successful his methods are. As the clicker and 

hand signals were administered, this puppy sat, stood and crossed a threshold 

when told. It was amazing to see this puppy in action. 

I Said Sit offers a variety of programs for you and your dog. There is 

boarding and day care training, where your dog receives training lessons 

throughout the day after which an owner than meets with Jonathan to learn 

how to continue training at home. The advantage of boarding and day care is 

the dog learns what is expected when they are alone or in a crate.  In addition 

they learn to respect other dogs. There are group training classes and private 

training classes for you and your dog.  Jonathan also does in-home training.  

If you are into agility there are agility training classes available. 

On a parting note Jonathan is a lung cancer survivor. The prognosis was not 

good but what got Jonathan through was his belief that his work with dogs 

was not done. He had more to give to dogs and he made sure he was able to 

accomplish this. This belief in what Jonathan has to achieve for the dogs 

continues to carry through his work today. 
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